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Abstract
The form and structure of the papillary pattern fingers are
the objects of study of various sciences. Private indications papillary
pattern (minucii) serve as ad hoc, individualizing the classification
criteria in morphology, genetics and forensic science. Types and
kinds of papillary patterns, are also different classification of
diversity. Statistical and morphological features, which can have
individual morphological expression in the form of unusual and
seldom are papillary patterns. The problem of differentiation can be
solved as a result of analyzing key coordinate points of referencehead pattern and private signs (minucius).
Keywords: dermatoglyphics, fingerprinting, minucii,
classification, typology of the pattern, the pattern details,
comprehensive study
Introduction
In the article on the basis of a literature analysis and
investigative practice discusses the characteristics of morphology
combed skin that has advantages over many anatomical
characteristics because, firstly, can be expressed as a clear qualitative
and quantitative traits; Secondly, contains multiple attributes, each of
which can with the classification and diagnostic value and, thirdly,
traces of hands the most accessible object of research in genetics,
forensics medicine. So, in criminalistics morphological study traces
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human hands traditionally held within the framework of
fingerprinting, studying the properties and characteristics of
components of papillary pattern skin human fingers: beginning and
end of the papillary lines, breaks, cliffs, points split (branching) the
lines, a combination of diverge, merge lines, bridges, hooks, islets
(eyes), especially the form lines (bends, kinks).
Features of papillary pattern together create a combinationmacrostructure, unique even on different fingers of one person.
When identifying criminologists not only actively used
macrostructure papillary pattern, but also in terms of microstructure
characteristics of papillary structure lines: forms of edges
(protrusions,
indentations)
èdžeskopiya;
poroskopiya.
Èdžeskopičeskaya and poroskopičeskaya identification is not always
possible. First of all, in the absence of the suspect, the victim use, a
specific trace identification purposes impossible. Therefore,
fingerprint examination on papillary pattern plot Palm,
poroskopičeskaya and èdžeskopičeskaya examination of personally
identifiable only when the investigator has a specific suspect, victim
or their fingerprint card [1, 2].
Practice for conducting diagnostic fingerprint specialistcriminalist has very limited information on papillary patterns. In a
single track, usually appears 10-30% information on papillary
pattern. Thus deprived of the opportunity to apply objectively the
specialist the whole arsenal of techniques and statistical data,
commonly used in diagnostic studies complete prints of palm,
surfaces brushes [3].
Morphological details of papillary patterns in the
integuments of the fingers palms and soles is exploring and
dermatoglyphics. However, there is a problem using them as
practitioners and researchers in connection with absence of the exact
consistency of understanding and application of morphology
classification of parts structure of papillary lines. E.S. Mazur noted
that the classification of the parts is a matter quite subjective, and
therefore, the repeatability of reach is almost impossible [4].
A study on morphology components of papillary patterns,
integuments of fingers, palms and soles acquired the integrated
nature in the feasibility of the application of common methods, ways,
methods of analysis and processing of statistical data within the
fingerprinting and system. All this allows to talk about targeting the
application of integrated methods of research [5]. When you do this
if not to provide details of the structure of papillary lines in exactly
the same way as one or another author of the study or technique,
their use becomes problematic. The abundance of quantitative
indicators, clear differences of descriptive signs helps improve the
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accuracy of the research and disseminating the methods in practice
[6].
Methodology
The study was conducted from 2010-2015 years. The
authors analyzed the theoretical and empirical studies that have been
done by other authors in previous years. Research methodology is
based on the analysis of regulations, doctrinal and practical elements.
In the process of preparing the article applied scientific (General
logical, comparison, analysis, synthesis of abstraction,
generalization) research and Private method (formal dogmatic, etc.).
Considerable attention is paid to the pilot study method details of
papillary pattern of specific individuals.
Discussion
Problem typology of dermatoglyphic finger reflect
representation language pathologists scientists, geneticists and
forensic experts about the necessity of understanding the integralintegrative character dermatoglyphic [5,7].The relationship of
morphology of distal phalanges and papillary pattern with human
potential indicates their integrative nature [7]. Structure of the
papillary pattern, ratio and localization of private signs individually,
which in turn reflects the correlation system nervous systemdermatoglyphic-behavior. Identity (uniqueness) matches the
morphology of papillary pattern is 1:100 [8].
In giving consistency conceptual and classification
apparatus should draw attention to the role and importance of the
three pillars of the interdisciplinary nature of system: firstly, its
conceptual apparatus is composed not only of basic concepts, but
also has the classification component that requires a uniform
interpretation of the elements of the analyzed objects. Secondly,
classification, characteristics of investigated objects must meet the
requirements of the international standards in the field of system.
Thirdly, the classification characteristics must be identical for the use
of specialists in related areas of knowledge.
The interdisciplinary nature of the dermatoglyphic differs
from the set of its methods so that using the knowledge of various
scientific areas formed a single view on the object of study based on
the use of integrally-integrative methods and techniques of
correlative analysis [9]. Integrated research methods are based on
integrated-integrative methodology expert studies. So, from our
point of view, the complexity of the methods involve using a system
of techniques and methods to obtain information used by various
areas of knowledge and applied consistently to obtain such
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information, which cannot be obtained from a specialist in one area
of expertise.
In this context, interdisciplinary is a necessary condition for
obtaining volume information about an object that enables you to set
up, as classification, identification, and its diagnostic characteristics,
using the whole range of public and private signs system. For
example: the chemical method of analysis of trace potožirovyh and
forensic methods of collecting and fixing potožirovyh traces [5, 10].
(Moiseeva, 2000, Negasheva, 2008).
In our view, the most complex of morphologically should
recognize whorl patterns. Among subtypes whorl patterns can be
distinguished morphologically close species: combined view whorl
pattern, leading and developed types of loops-balls whorl type
pattern, which is characterized by the different position of pockets
(legs that make up the pattern) [11].
N.P. Mailis among subtypes whorl patterns highlights
loops-tangles with unilateral location legs loops, without considering
the other option is the location of the legs of the loop. But, at the
same time, States that this is a subtype of whorl pattern as loop-snail,
which is morphologically describes localization legs loops [12].
Types of papillary pattern whorl distal phalanges and their
subtypes are transformed and marked the criminologists as hingeshinges-spirals tangles with a versatile position legs loops and looptangles with unilateral location legs loops [13].
Genetics and morphology suggest mark named subtypes
whorl patterns like double loops, with symmetrical (two open in
different sides of the loop) or non-symmetric arrangement of pockets
i.e. open loops in one direction [14, 15].
In some classifications among the whorl patterns secrete
other types, such as pie, loop-Helix, loop-tangle, complex,
incomplete, etc., and loop patterns is half-hearted, parallel and
counter. In addition found papillary patterns of nail phalanxes of
fingers, which cannot be attributed to any of the three classification
groups, so-called transitional patterns is false (false-loop and falsewhorl).
Morphological complexity of listed species and subtypes
whorl patterns in expert activity gave rise to certain difficulties in
classification and identification of the character. Direction heads
loops, localization relative to delta the number of papillary lines
between heads of loops can dramatically vary in similar and single
whorl patterns. Rare pattern (1:2000), has the "underlying" form the
bottom head is a loop in the immediate vicinity of the delta-in this
model, double loop absent "interim" papillary line, between delta and
the head of the loop. An exclusive rarity of this subspecies, and thus
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requires its morphological classification. The best title for this
subtype of whorl patterns, we believe "loop-tangles with unilateral
location legs loops, low bottom loop and lack of papillary lines
between the bottom head loop and delta (fig. 1).

Fig.1. Low the location of the lower hinge and lack of
papillary lines between the bottom head loop and delta
Rarely (1:500) between the heads of loops are seven or
more of papillary lines. Moreover, a significant number of papillary
lines (seven or more) is not dependent on reference points: in a
straight line between the central part of the loop heads;
perpendicularly up from the bottom of the head to its pivotal upper
front loops; the delta from the opposite (towards the lower loop) in a
straight line to the central part of the head hinges (fig. 2).

Fig.2. Location of papillary lines between heads of loops
Often enough (1:2) localization heads loops has a counter
direction. Under counter, we understand this arrangement, when the
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lower portion of the hinge points up and the top down. Believe the
classification criterion in this form of whorl pattern is the depth of
their advance towards the opposite loop. Number of papillary lines,
make up the gap between heads of loops with different carriers
individually (fig. 3).

Fig.3. Counter location heads loops
Statistically determined:
the lack of a "contact" heads is hinges 1:50;
"deep" penetration "counter" heads loops in the structure,
forming their legs is 1:3;
the average level of penetration "counter" heads of loops,
localized in the center of papillary pattern is 1:2 (fig. 4).
.

Fig.4. Penetration «counter» heads loops
Conclusion
Set forth the location model heads "converse" loops show
the diversity of species characteristics of whorl patterns, identity and
classification number of papillary lines significance in the structure
of the pattern. Shape and structure (morphology) papillary pattern
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directly associated with statistical and morphological characteristics
of its typology. Number of papillary lines and minucius from
different parts of the pattern, abundance or small number of vestiges,
morphology of minucius ultimately generate not only a typology of
papillary pattern. The proposed classification characteristics of
papillary pattern morphology indicate psihodiagnosticheskoe the
value of statistical and morphological characteristics of papillary
lines and minucius.
Private indications papillary pattern have special individual
value compared to the standard model features patterns and provide
psychological tasks. Specialist in the sphere of building
psychological profile according to the private grounds of papillary
pattern has the ability to set individual behavior, the presence or
absence of a minimum of congenital brain pathology, psyche in
general.
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